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Smart, Friendly, and Innovative Technology



About Us

Our vision is to be recognized as the 
easiest and most innovative distributor to 

work with in Canada, bringing smart, 
user-friendly, and innovative technologies 
to our business partners, allowing for the 

wide spread of cool and green technology 
throughout our communities.

Our DNA.
SFI-Tech stands for Smart, user-Friendly, and Innovative Technology.

We are a young company that is quickly thriving in bringing the top innovation and quality 
in products on the market, providing high margins, training, and all the support needed 
to enhance your offer and the skills of your team.

We focus on the end-consumer experience through the enhancement of your aggregated value.
Providing innovation, profitable products, with the highest quality is our passion and our will. 

Join us, think outside of the box!

Aggregating
value to your o�er

Adding skills
 to your team

Your customer is
HAPPIER

+ =

WATCH OUR
CORPORATE 
VIDEO ON 
YOUTUBE 

Proudly working with/for the following brands

Innovative Tech

Reliable Products

Technical Traning

Fast Highly-Experienced Support



Neocontrol
Software

Compatible with Apple and Android;
Interfaces Mobile (APP), Tablets or iPads, iWatch, 
Voice Command,

Dealer experience
Easy intallation - using only Mobile APP
User and Admin export mode 
Remote maintenance - Saves time and money
Control the entire entretainment system
Compatible with other brands
Instant hardware reaction
Interfaces: Light, A&V, Curtains/Blinds, Thermostat, 
Door lock, Camera, 

End-user features 
Remote control
Background customization
Scheduling
Integrated with Voice Command Control
Pleasant interface
Wake me up Function

Last but not least, It is FREE of lisence and fees.

The most intuitive and friendly app for home automation. 
Control anything, from anywhere.

Mobile APP
Experience

iPad
Experience

Watch the videos

Available at



A
Powerful
Gateway

The Neocontrol Box 99 and Box 101

✓ Compatible with Apple and Android
✓ Range: 85ft radius (bubble)
✓ All FCC approved 
✓ Integrates with Voice Command
✓ Easy to setup - add devices through QR code
✓ Interface through the NeoSoftware

Box 99
Native 32 RTS channels
IP communication
z-Wave compatible
RTN communication

Box 101
✓ Box 99 +
✓ 8 IR emitter ports + learner
✓ Able to control up to 16 IR devices

✓ Pleasant interface
✓ Easy setup

✓ Remote maintenance
✓ Allows Remote access
✓ Large Wireless Range

✓ High compatibility
✓ Controls other systems

Box 99 / Box 101

As Main Automation
System

As Seconday Controler
with other Systems

Not just a great system by itself, but the best solution to integrate with Control 4, 
Creston, Lutron, Loxone, etc.

✓ Controlled by IP (C4 Driver also available)
✓ Receives control command of

    Scenes or RTS Channels
✓ Natively 32 RTS Channels

✓ Larger RTS Range 85ft
 (3 concrete walls in between)

✓ Easy Integration 

Neocontrol provides a complete solution for the Home Automation market. The powerful brain and devices 
can control Audio & Video, Lighting , Blinds & Shades, Climate System, Security Cameras, Door locks, and others. 
Everything with a nice and neat interface.

However, the System is also able to play as a secondary controller, able to accomodate 32 RTS channels natively 
with a wider (85ft) range and stronger signal than the players on the market. Tested with 3 concrete walls within 
the range, the box has a strong capacity of controlling the devices in a bubble. The box is able to be controlled 
through IP Commands, and easily integrates receving and triggering the Scenes or RTS cmmands.

IR IP



CubeeSlim Touch

Neo Thermostat Nano-Modules

Wireless Device - RTN Wireless Device - RTN

z-Wave Device z-Wave / ETL Approved

Mobile Showrooms

MB1 - Large MB2 - Medium MB3 - Small

Fully functional. Made on demand, exclusively for you.

LEAD TIME 4 WEEKS FROM PLACED ORDER.

Large Suitcase with wheels

Accessories:
IP Camera, Amazon Echo, Router, 2 
Spotlights, Somfy Remote Control, Spot 
for Somfy motor, Cables, Power Plug, IR 
Cable
Neocontrol line:
01 Box 101, 01 Cubee, 01 Slim Touch, 01 
Thermostat, 03 Neocontrol Dimmer, 03 
Slim Touch Covers Different Colours

Patented unique design
4 customizable scenes
2 neutral scenes
Uses 4 batteries

6 customizable scenes
Glass touch finish
Easy to customize icons
Uses 1 or 2  2032 batteries
Battery lasts up to 2 years

Tempered Glass 
Black Finish
Fully programmable
4.3” LCD display

Dimmer: 2A. 0%-100% dimmable
Switch: 8A, On/Off
Nano device used to convert 
regular light switches into smart. 
Lighting control, Ceiling fan, Garage 
door, fireplace, etc.

white light wood dark wood black

FLIP IT
TO TRIGGER
A SCENE

white light wood dark wood black piano/
black wood

Medium Carry On with wheels

Accessories:
Amazon Echo, Router, Spotlight, Somfy 
Remote Control, Spot for Somfy, Cables, 
Power Plug.

Neocontrol line:
01 Box 99, 01 Cubee, 01 Slim Touch, 02 
Neocontrol Dimmer, 03 Slim Touch 
Covers Different Colours

Hand Luggage size - no wheels

Accessories:
Amazon Echo, Router, Somfy Remote 
Control, Spot for Somfy, Cables, 

Neocontrol line:
01 Box 99, 01 Cubee, 01 Slim Touch, 02 
Slim Touch Covers Different Colours

Meet the easy, wireless, yet powerful

AUTOMATION SYSTEM



The top #1 Quality in the Market

Mirror - Custom Sizes and Shapes
Any size of cut sheet up to 126”x 84”
Discount for multiple cuts with same size

TV Sizes
Variety of Ratio and Resolution: 720p, HD, 4K
From 7” to 90” TV sizes

Custom Placement
The TV can be placed in custom locations, 
according to project specifications

Mounting
Different types of mounting options such as surface, 
recessed, tilt, full motion.

LED Light Style
Different types and combinations of LED 
placement into the mirror. (See below)

Custom Options
Clock, Motion Sensor, Defogger, Specific Shape, 
Sconce, Arch, and Touch Screen.

Frame Options
Several types of mirror finishes and frame options 
to enhance the design and style

TV Mirror - Illuminated Mirror - Waterproof TVs- Outdoor TVs

Responsible Shipping
We really care about your product and your result.

To see this TV mirror in person, visit our showroom. It is better than just photos.

TV Mirrors and more

PATTERNS OF LED LIGHT

Only here you can do what your customer has in mind.
The freedom of choosing ANY combination,

combined with a trust of 15 years of experience



Acoustic Panels from 

Stellar Sky Systems
The Star system can be easily integrated with Neocontrol, Crestron, Lutron, URC, and all other 
control systems in today’s market using standard RS232 commands.

Control Interface
Module that provides the 
ability to control Stellar 
products via RS-232.
The Control Interface 
provides communication 
to the Ambience, Night 
Sky and Aurora boards.

Wi-fi Adapter
Control your entire 
system wirelessly using 
your iPad or iPhone. Wifi 
is custom configured for 
StellarSky Star Panels. 

Power Adapter
Gives power to the 
StellarSky System using 
our proprietary  RJ45 
pinout. Included with 
ever fiber optic star panel 
system.

Multi-Color Starts
Shooting Star
Constellation
Ambience Horizon LED
Horizon RGBW Perimeter Effect

Ambience Controller
RGBW LED controller 
with 17 preset colors. 
Control StellarSky 
Horizon or any RGBW 
LED strip through app, 
slimpad, or third-party 
system.

2ft x 2ft
2ft x 4ft

4ft x 4ft 
4ft x 8ft

Resizing options. Cut options (round or flat)
With or without mount options

Panel Sizes

Add to the project:

Fiber optic Star Panels with Horizon LED

Fiber optic Star Panels with Horizon LED

Star Panel with Constellation - Big dipper

Night Sky Star Panel with Horizon



PRINTER
FOOD-GRADE

for Drinks and Desserts

Made to impress!
In trade shows or during the customer receptions.

Your presence will be noticed at the first sight!

Print photos and logos
on the top of dessert or hot 

and layered drinks.  

» Operates with Wi-Fi
» No app needed
» Monochromatic



SMART
FILM

Connectors TransformersSelf-Adhesive
Film

Applications
Windows, doorss, office partitions, bathrooms, 
conference Rooms, hospitals, clinics, luxury villas, 
private rooms, optical shutters, security windows, 
skylights, airports, hotels, restaurants, trains, 
buses, and much more.

INNOVATION
DIFFERENTIATION

AND

FOR YOUR PROJECT!

Product Line

Quote your Project!
Each project has a different level of complexity and need 
for film, connectors, and transformers. Bring yours!

Technical Specifications
Total light: ON >80% / OFF＞50%
Operating temperature: -20 to 70 ( °C )
Haze: ON<6% / OFF>95%
Privacy Distance: 3cm (when OFF)
Anti-UV: ≥98%
Sound Insulation: >35dB

High
Temperature

Range

UV
Protection

Sound 
Insulation



Smell is the most powerful and 
emotional of all the senses. 
By using scents, brands are able 
to connect with customers on a deeper 
emotional level, resulting in a more 
memorable experience.

✓ Cold-Air Diffusion technology.
✓ Built-In fan allows for consistent coverage throughout open spaces.
✓ Programmable weekly timer that allows up to four unique operating periods
✓ Security lock for the fragrance compartment.
✓ Scent every square inch of space with ease and efficiency using the HVAC.

SCENTING DIFFUSERS

AIRSENCIA ENCORE FORTE
Covers smaller areas, 

up to 2000 sq ft, 
200ml bottle.

Ideal for medium spaces, 
up to 3500 sq ft. 

500ml bottle

Made for large spaces,
over 7500 sq ft

Connects to 2 airflows
2x500ml Bottle.

BIANCO
Ideal for medium spaces, 

up to 5000 sq ft. 
1L bottle.

CLOUD 9 STARLIGHT ENERGY POLAIR

ELEGANCE AROMA’S SCENTS
Accent your space with one of our unique scents. Organic and Natural!
“People are so bombarded with visuals, scent is the ninja of marketing. 
We found another way to make that imprint in the brain, to make people feel comfortable.”

MYSTIC FRENCH KISS



INNOVATION: Product launch in Sep/19

INTEGRATION with systems and  physical equipment
From an industrial factory to your enterpise Software. The combination 
of all types of devices, together, to provide an accurate view.

VISIBILITY on the business in REAL TIME
Orchestration of alerts, reports, and analytics dashboards are triggered 
by business conditions and events. Economics and quality performance 
measured in real time allow resource savings and higher efficiency.

CUSTOMIZATION for niche industries
Indexes, graphs, and charts, are fitted to unique business workflows
Agility and flexibility ensure optimal integration and outcomes.

MIRROR
Systems for

The dashboard for mirrors with a custom set of information that is made 
to be useful and impressive!

CUSTOM Display
Tailor made info for each especific business. 
Personalized Greetings, Alert Messages,  Weather 
Forecast, News Feed. Updated market info, with a 
variety of actions available. 

Advanced MARKETING tool
Play videos, show images, and even provide 
interactions with selfies or timely events. Everything 
inside of the object humans are naturally attracted to.

INTEGRATED experience
Calendars, Social Media, Traffic information, and others. 
The best way of allowing someone a unique interaction 
with your brand.

SHOPPING through the Mirror
Provide an instant shop experience, from a new and 
unique channel. allow your customer to shop from the 
mirror

HOTEL experience
Communication from the time they check-in. Allowing 
for the personalizaition of Name, promotions , and 
marketing. All integrated to evaluate enhance sales.

EASY setup
End-users are able to personalize their screen with 
drag and drop items, drawing the best experience for 
themselves. Make a change in the website, see on the 
mirror.

PERSONAL and SAFE
When the login and password are set, the user has 
several features available to add at any time. Once 
connected to a user. Only through the login process 
dan the info be changed. 

COMMERCIAL RESIDENTIAL

INFORMATIVE AND AUTOMATED

DASHBOARDS
FOR WEB AND LOCAL NETWORKS



Appointment Only

Contacts
www.sfi-tech.com

info@sfi-tech.com
Orders and Quotes: order@sfi-tech.com
Support line: (647) 643-5616
Showroom: 240 Humberline Drive - Etobicoke

Follow us

       @sfitech

       /sfitechca

       /company/sfi-tech

       /sfi_tech

Youtube Video

Smart, Friendly, and Innovative Technology
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